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NP / Co-NP NP is characterized by: if the answer to a yes/no question is ”yes”, then
there is a short witness. In other words, then you are able to check within polynomial time
that the answer ”yes” is a correct answer. Co-NP on the other hand ensures that whenever
there is a ”no” answer, then there is a short witness.

Shortest Path (s→ t)
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Figure 1: Graph with s and t.

Yes/No question: in a graph G = (V,E) is
there a path from s ∈ V to t ∈ V of length
≤ d? This is in NP. Is it also in Co-NP?

Suppose we have values αu for each ver-
tex u such that ∀ edges (u, v) we have
αv − αu ≤ d(u, v) and αt − αs ≥ d. Given
these values it is enough to ensure this prob-
lem is in Co-NP. Namely, αv − αs is a lower

bound on the distance of any path between s and v. The following set of inequalities arises:
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Figure 2: Path from s to t.
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d(s, v1) ≥ αv1 − αs
... ≥ ...

d(v6, t) ≥ αt − αv6

d(s, t) ≥ αt − αs

We still have to show that we can construct such αi’s. Define

αv := shortest distance from s to v.

Then αv − αu ≤ d(u, v) ∀(u, v) and αu + d(u, v) ≥ αv.

Theorem 1. P ⊆ (NP ∩ Co-NP)

A sketch of the proof is provided. Is there a solution ≤ D? A good first step is: if the an-
swer is no, find out how to convince somebody in polynomial time.
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Figure 3

The above scheme seems pretty adhoc. It turns out that
there is a systematic method behind this based on linear pro-
gramming duality. We sketch it here, and will explore it in
more detail later in the course.

Let us view the shortest path problem as a min cost flow
problem. Then min cost flow ≤ shortest path. Change
it into a linear program with fuv = flow along edge
(u, c):

min
∑

u,c d(u, v)fuv∑
v∈N−(u) fuv −

∑
v∈N+ fuv = 0∀u 6= s, t∑

u∈N(s) fsu = 1,
∑

u∈N(t) fut = 1, fu,v ≥ 0

Here, N−(u) is the neighborhood of u that have edged leaving u. Similarly, N+(u) is the
neighborhood of u that has edges coming into u. Then this is now a linear program for the
min cost max flow problem.

It turns out that if we look at the dual of this linear program, then it exactly corresponds
to the labels αv that we saw before.

By linear programming duality, any feasible dual solution to the program is a lower
bound on the optimum solution. Moreover, the optimum dual solution is exactly equal to
the optimum solution to the primal.

Matching

Definition 2. Given a graph G = (V,E), a matching M in G is a set of pairwise non-
adjacent edges. That is, no two edges share a common vertex. A maximal matching is a
matching M with the property that if any edge not in M is added to M , then M is no longer
a matching. A perfect matching is a matching in which every vertex of the graph is incident
to an edge in M .
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Theorem 3 (Hall’s Theorem). Let G be a bipartite graph, consisting of the two disjoint
vertex sets L and R (see figure 4). Then G has a perfect matching (marked in red in figure
4) if and only if ∀S ⊂ L we have |N(S)| ≥ |S|, where N(S) is the neighborhood of S.

v
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N(v)

Figure 4

Proof: By contradiction. Suppose that
∀S ⊂ L we have |N(S)| ≥ |S|, but no perfect
matching. Let’s take a maximum match-
ing. Then there is a vertex v ∈ L that is
not matched. Then v has at least 1 neigh-
bor. All neighborhoods of v must be taken,
otherwise we can match it to an unmatched
neighbor and we have a perfect matching.
Look at N(N(N(v))) ⊆ R. It has at least as
many vertices as N(N(v)) ⊆ L. This pro-
ces cannot go on forever since G is finite.
So eventually one can rearrange and have a
perfect mathcing.

Application 1. Using a normal card deck
of 52 cards, randomly divide the deck into
13 stacks of 4 cards each. Then it is possible to take 1 card from each stack such that you
end up with A, 2, 3, . . ., 10, J, Q, K.
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Stacks Card Values

Figure 5: Bipartite graph with stacks vs card values.

This problem becomes equivalent to finding a perfect matching in the graph of figure 5.

Theorem 4. The following problem can be solved in polynomial time: Let G be a bipartite
graph, with disjoint vertex sets L and R not necessarily equal in size, and parameter k; find
a matching with k edges and minimal cost.

The above theorem has applications is scheduling. For suppose we have jobs 1, 2, . . . , n
of size p1, p2, . . . , pn and m machines. Then we wish to minimize the total completion time
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∑
Cij. We form a bipartite graph with G(V ) = L + R, L ∩ R = ∅, L consisting of the jobs

and R consisting of pairs (mi, j), the machine slots. Then when job j is matched with (mi, k)

it is the kth last job on machine i and thus contributing cost pjk. According to the theorem
we can solve this problem in polynomial time. We can go even further by considering pij,
i.e. machines with different speeds resulting in machine-dependent processing times. The
cost function will be slightly more complicated.

Flow Problems

Basic setting: a directed graph D, with E a set of ordered pairs (u, v), edge capacities cuv,
source s, sink t. Moreover we have edge flow values fuv subject to fuv ≤ cuv and the flow
coming in each vertex must be equal to the flow going out of that vertex. The value of
the flow is then defined by |f | =

∑
v:(s,v)∈E fsu. The max flow problem is the problem of

maximizing |f |, or in other words, to route as much flow as possible from s to t, according
to the directed edges of D. A cut C = (S, T ) is a partition of D(V ) such that s ∈ S and
t ∈ T .

Theorem 5. Let the capacity c of a cut (S, T ) be

c(S, T ) =
∑

i∈S,j∈T

cij,

where S and T are disjoint set of vertices such that S + T = V . The min cut is then the cut
with minimal capacity. Then the max flow is equal to the minimal cut (see figure 6).
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Figure 6: Max flow min cut.

Proof of Hall’s theorem with max-flow-min-cut
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Figure 7: Matching as a flow

Introduce dummy vertices s and t that will
act as a source and a sink. A flow then gives
a matching. The size of the matching ≤ the
value of the flow. A perfect matching cor-
responds to a flow of value n. Suppose that
there is no perfect matching. Then the max
flow ≤ n− 1 and thus the min cut ≤ n− 1.
Loot at figure 8, which is a flow representa-
tion with a cut of this problem. Surely if it
is indeed a cut, then the dashed line cannot
be part of the matching, otherwise the min
cut = ∞ which is in contradiction with be-
ing ≤ n − 1. Moreover, N(X) ⊂ S, where
X is the part of L that is in S i.e. X = S ∩ L. Since min cut ≤ n − 1 we must have
|red edges| ≤ n− 1. Then |min cut| ≥ n− |X|+ |N(X)| and thus n− 1 ≥ n− |X|+ |N(X)|
which implies |X| > |N(X)| and that is not true by assumption. That gives a contradiction
and proves Hall’s Theorem. .
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Figure 8

Maxflows

• Possible with multiple sources {s1, . . . , sn} and multiple sinks {t1, . . . , tm}. Just intro-
duce a new source s and connect it to all other sources with capacity ∞. Idem dito
for the sinks with dummy t.

• Possible with vertex capacity. If vertex v has capacity cv, then we can split the vertex v
in to two new vertices v1 and v2 and an new edge (v1, v2) which has capacity cv1v2 = cv.
Incoming edges of v then arrive at v1 and outgoing edged of v leave at v2.

• Possible with undirected graph. For every edge (u, v) in the undirected graph we create
the directed edges (u, v) and (v, u).

• Possible with lower bounds on capacities; will be explained next lecture.
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